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The Rosette Nebula - C49
By John Udart
First Light With New Rig
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interested, please email Mike (click 
this link) to let him know. The gath-
ering will probably be about 5:15 
on Thursday at a restaurant to be 
named once we know how many 
want to attend.
     Also, please see Brian’s Prez 
note.  We need more volunteers 
to help us with a variety of things.  
C’mon folks, help us out!

Have you paid your 2023 
Membership dues?  Only $25 for 
great programs, great fellowship, 
observing and imaging advice 
and much much more!  

Click here to pay online!

Seahawk Star Parties
Mar 25th
April 22nd
May 20th
Sept 16th
Oct 14th
Nov 11th
Dec 16th

Click here for more info

Editor - Mike Jensen

Hi Everyone!
     Welcome to February!  It looks 
like the weather is going to warm 
up and hopefully be clear for a 
while.  
     Your new board of officers met 
last week and is beginning to work 
on some items of feedback we’ve 
heard.  One of them is more social 
time.  Yes, it’s hard to do when we 
start as late as 7pm and dive right 
in to our program.  We’re going 
to try to start with a casual din-
ner gathering before this month’s 
meeting.  To get a count, if you’re 

mailto:email%20Mike%20%28click%20this%20link%29?subject=Count%20On%20Me%20For%20Dinner%20Before%20The%20Meeting
mailto:email%20Mike%20%28click%20this%20link%29?subject=Count%20On%20Me%20For%20Dinner%20Before%20The%20Meeting
https://theeyepiece.org/membership/
https://theeyepiece.org/star-parties/
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Observing Program Dates
Below are the schedules for our Fri-
day public nights at the FSW Ob-
servatory (3rd Friday of the month) 
and the Saturday Solar Observing 
events (1st Saturday of the month) 
at county parks. 

FSW Observatory 

2-17-23 
3-17-23 
4-21-23 
5-19-23 

Club Officers & Positions

President/Equipment  
Brian Risley
swfaspres@gmail.com 
239-464-0366

Vice President
Mike Jensen
info@jensenone.com 
913-304-0495   

Secretary 
Dan Dannenhauer
gawomp@aol.com
239-850-7111

Treasurer/AL Coordinator 
John MacLean 
john.maclean@comcast.net 
239-707-3365 
 
Charlotte Event Coordinators 
Tony Heiner 
verahei@aol.com 
941-457-9700 

Thomas Segur 
tsegur479@comcast.net 
941-249-8726  

Big Cypress Viewing Coordinator 
Mike Jensen
info@jensenone.com 
913-304-0495  

Newsletter/Website 
Mike Jensen
info@jensenone.com 
913-304-0495  

FSW Punta Gorda  Moore Observatory 
Director Thomas Segur 
tsegur479@comcast.net 
941-249-8726  

Club Librarian 
Maria Berni 
239-940-2935  
  
Club Historian 
Danny Secary 
asecary@gmail.com 
239-470-4764   

Calusa Nature Center Planetarium Direc-
tor Heather Preston 
heather@calusanature.org 
239-275-3435  

Monthly Meetings
Our monthly meetings are held on 
the first Thursday of each month.  
The meetings begin at 7:00pm.  

Each meeting is usually a 
combined live and Zoom 
meeting.

The in person meeting is held at:
Calusa Nature Center/Planetarium
3450 Ortiz Ave, 
Fort Myers, FL 33905

Each meeting will have the same 
Zoom link/meeting ID.  

Below are the dates for the first six 
meetings of 2023:

Feb. 2, 2023
March 2, 2023
April 6, 2023
May 4, 2023
June 1, 2023
July 6, 2023

Link to join Zoom meeting:
https://widener.zoom.
us/j/98623448643

Meeting ID: 986 2344 8643

One tap mobile:
+13052241968,,98623448643# 
US  (or)
+13126266799,,98623448643# 
US

Solar Observing/Park 

2-4-23 / Bayshore Live Oak 
3-4-23 / Gilchrist 
4-1-23 / Ponce de Leon 
5-6-23 / Bayshore Live Oak

https://www.fsw.edu/charlotte/observatory
mailto:swfaspres%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:info%40jensenone.com?subject=
mailto:gawomp@aol.com
mailto:john.maclean%40comcast.net?subject=
mailto:verahei%40aol.com?subject=
mailto:tsegur479%40comcast.net?subject=
mailto:info%40jensenone.com?subject=
mailto:info%40jensenone.com?subject=
mailto:tsegur479%40comcast.net?subject=
mailto:asecary%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:heather%40calusanature.org?subject=
https://widener.zoom.us/j/98623448643
https://widener.zoom.us/j/98623448643
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President’s Report

GUEST SPEAKER PRESENTATIONS SERIES

We are excited to announce the initiation of the new “SWFAS Guest 
Speaker Presentations” series of talks. These will cover astronomical sci-
ence and space exploration along with practical astronomy and astropho-
tography talks by various subject matter experts. We are lining up prom-
inent scientists and researchers to explain the science and technology 
behind the exciting discoveries being made in recent years in astronomy.
 
The following presentations are already scheduled and we will be firming 
up talks in 2023 on a month-to-month basis.:

February 2, 2023   Dr. Thomas Prettyman, 
    Planetary Science Institute Exploration of the
    Asteroid Belt

March 2, 2023  Dr. Eric Perlman - Florida Tech - 
    Active galactic nuclei (supermassive black  
    holes at the center of galaxies)

April 6, 2023   Dr. Derek Buzasi, 
    Florida Gulf Coast University 
    The Music of the Stars: What it tells us about  
    stars and exoplanets.

February 2, 2023

Exploration of the 
Asteroid Belt

Dr. Thomas Prettyman
Planetary Science Institute

OPEN TO ALL SWFAS MEMBERS AND THE PUBLIC - More Info & Zoom Links at https://theeyepiece.org/

Brian Risley - President

We have a lot of events upcoming.  First off is Solar Observing at Bayshore Live Oak Park.  Heather Preston informed me about 
an observing event they are doing on 2/4 at Babcock Ranch.  This is a CNCP event.  She has asked if we can bring some more 
scopes out there. Any questions please contact Heather at the Planetarium.  We have the Rotary Park Star Party Friday Feb 10th.  
The following day we have STEMTastic in downtown Fort Myers with Solar Observing.  On the 17th there is public observing at 
the Moore Observatory at FSW Punta Gorda.  Feb 18th is the next Big Cypress Event.  On the 25th we have the Burrowing Owl 
Festival with Solar Observing at Rotary Park in Cape Coral.

Weather was a problem in January for the Seahawk Star Parties and the Big Cypress Event.

VOLUNTEERS
We need help with
• Star Party planning/coordination (The schedule is set for the year, need people to bring a telescope & talk to the public)
• Public Outreach events and materials (Looking for a co-lead on this as well as people to help set up/man booth)
• Meeting Program planning (Need people to make phone calls/emails and help with PR)

We will be looking to update the club bylaws as there are several things that have evolved over time that need to be officially 
stated.  We are also looking at trying several social events with some based before or after the meetings.

It is Dues time again.  One can now pay online at the website via paypal ($1.50 service fee) 
Full information is at: https://theeyepiece.org/membership/ .  Note that we have a new mailing address if sending in your re-
newal or new membership form.  Any question on dues contact John MacLean.

https://theeyepiece.org/
https://theeyepiece.org/membership/
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The Astronomical League Report

The Astronomical League

As a member of the Southwest Florida Astronomi-
cal Society you are automatically also a member of 
the Astronomical League, a nationwide affiliation of 
astronomy clubs. Membership in the AL provides a 
number of benefits for you including receipt of The 
Reflector, the AL’s quarterly newsletter, use of the Book 
Service, through which you can buy astronomy relat-
ed books at a 10% discount.  You can also participate 
in the Astronomical League’s Observing Clubs. The 
Observing Clubs offer encouragement and certificates 
of accomplishment for demonstrating observing skills 
with a variety of instruments and objects. These in-
clude the Messier Club, Binocular Messier Club, the 
Herschel 400 Club, the Deep Sky Binocular Club, 
and many others. To learn more about the Astronom-
ical League and its benefit s for you, visit http://www.
astroleague.org

Reflector Magazine
You should have received an email from the Astro-
nomical League linking to your digital copy of the De-
cember 2022 Quarterly Reflector magazine on around 
December 2. You can also directly access copies via 
the web at   https://www.astroleague.org/reflector

Monthly highlight of the Astronomical League Ob-
serving Programs 
(Article prepared by SWFAS Astronomical League 
Coordinator John MacLean)

The Astronomical League Planetary Nebula Observ-
ing Program
Planetary nebulae are among the most interesting 
deep sky objects available to the amateur observer 
and are a frequent target at our star parties. 

The complete observing list includes 110 objects, all 
viewable from southern Florida, ranging from well 
known, spectacular objects like the Ring and Dumb-
bell nebulae to challenging, star-like points of light in 

crowded star fields. 

Two levels of awards 
are available. The 
Basic level certificate 
requires the success-
ful observation of a 
minimum of 60 neb-
ulae accessible with 
modest instruments in 
less than dark skies. 
The Advanced level 
certificate requires an 
attempt at all 110 ob-
jects. A minimum of 
90 objects must be successfully imaged for the Imag-
ing award. The use of computerized Go-To technology 
is allowed.

To assist with completing the programs, the League 
has the “Planetary Nebula Observing Guide” available 
via the League bookstore for $17. The Guide includes 
images of all 110 objects along with an introduction 
and historical background.

Tackling this program is an excellent way to learn 
about “what makes stars tick” and relate that 
knowledge to specific objects in the sky. This can’t 
help but make nights at the telescope that much more 
enjoyable.

What’s Up Doc? Newsletter
For individuals participating in any of the Astronom-
ical League’s Observing Programs, a very useful re-
source is provided by Aaron Clevenson’s What’s Up 
Doc monthly Newsletter and Observing Spreadsheet. 
Access via the following link: What’s Up Doc | The 
Astronomical League (astroleague.org)

The utility of this resource over others is that it ties the 
monthly targets available for observing back to specif-
ic AL Observing programs so that you can plan effec-
tively what targets to tackle each month to advance 
within a particular program.

http://www.astroleague.org
http://www.astroleague.org
https://www.astroleague.org/reflector
http://astroleague.org
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The Night Sky Network

This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network
The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA 
dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local 
clubs, events, and more!

Spot the King of Planets: Observe Jupiter
David Prosper

Jupiter is our solar system’s undisputed king of the planets! Jupiter is bright and easy to spot from our vantage 
point on Earth, helped by its massive size and banded, reflective cloud tops. Jupiter even possesses moons the 
size of planets: Ganymede, its largest, is bigger than the planet Mercury. What’s more, you can easily observe 
Jupiter and its moons with a modest instrument, just like Galileo did over 400 years ago.

Jupiter’s position as our solar system’s largest planet is truly earned; you could fit 11 Earths along Jupiter’s diam-
eter, and in case you were looking to fill up Jupiter with some Earth-size marbles, you would need over 1300 
Earths to fill it up – and that would still not be quite enough! However, despite its awesome size, Jupiter’s true 
rule over the outer solar system comes from its enormous mass. If you took all of the planets in our solar system 
and put them together they would still only be half as massive as Jupiter all by itself. Jupiter’s mighty mass has 
shaped the orbits of countless comets and asteroids. Its gravity can fling these tiny objects towards our inner so-
lar system and also draw them into itself, as famously observed in 1994 when Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9, drawn 
towards Jupiter in previous orbits, smashed into the gas giant’s atmosphere. Its multiple fragments slammed into 
Jupiter’s cloud tops with such violence that the fireballs and dark impact spots were not only seen by NASA’s 
orbiting Galileo probe, but also observers back on Earth! 

Jupiter is easy to observe at night with our unaided eyes, as well-documented by the ancient astronomers who 
carefully recorded its slow movements from night to night. It can be one of the brightest objects in our night-
time skies, bested only by the Moon, Venus, and occasionally Mars, when the red planet is at opposition. That’s 
impressive for a planet that, at its closest to Earth, is still over 365 million miles (587 million km) away. It’s even 
more impressive that the giant world remains very bright to Earthbound observers at its furthest distance: 600 
million miles (968 million km)! While the King of Planets has a coterie of around 75 known moons, only the 
four large moons that Galileo originally observed in 1610 – Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Calisto – can be easily 
observed by Earth-based observers with very modest equipment. These are called, appropriately enough, the 
Galilean moons. Most telescopes will show the moons as faint star-like objects neatly lined up close to bright 
Jupiter. Most binoculars will show at least one or two moons orbiting the planet. Small telescopes will show 
all four of the Galilean moons if they are all visible, but sometimes they can pass behind or in front of Jupiter, 
or even each other. Telescopes will also show details like Jupiter’s cloud bands and, if powerful enough, large 
storms like its famous Great Red Spot, and the shadows of the Galilean moons passing between the Sun and 
Jupiter. Sketching the positions of Jupiter’s moons during the course of an evening - and night to night – can be 
a rewarding project!  You can download an activity guide from the Astronomical Society of the Pacific at bit.ly/
drawjupitermoons

NASA’s Juno mission currently orbits Jupiter, one of just nine spacecraft to have visited this awesome world. 
Juno entered Jupiter’s orbit in 2016 to begin its initial mission to study this giant world’s mysterious interior. The 
years have proven Juno’s mission a success, with data from the probe revolutionizing our understanding of this 
gassy world’s guts. Juno’s mission has since been extended to include the study of its large moons, and since 
2021 the plucky probe, increasingly battered by Jupiter’s powerful radiation belts, has made close flybys of the 
icy moons Ganymede and Europa, along with volcanic Io. In 2024 NASA will launch the Europa Clipper mis-
sion to study this world and its potential to host life inside its deep subsurface oceans in much more detail. Find 
the latest discoveries from Juno and NASA’s missions at nasa.gov.

http://bit.ly/drawjupitermoons 
http://bit.ly/drawjupitermoons 
http://nasa.gov.
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This stunning image of Jupiter’s cloud tops was taken by NASA’s Juno mission and processed by Kevin M. Gill. 
You too can create amazing images like this, all with publicly available data from Juno. Go to missionjuno.swri.
edu/junocam to begin your image procession journey – and get creative!  
Full Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/SwRI/MSSS; Processing: Kevin M. Gill, license: CC BY 2.0) https://cre-
ativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ Source: https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap201123.html

Look for Jupiter as it forms one 
of the points of a celestial trian-
gle, along with Venus and a very 
thin crescent Moon, the evening 
of February 22, 2023. This trio 
consists of the brightest objects 
in the sky – until the Sun rises! 
Binoculars may help you spot 
Jupiter’s moons as small bright 
star-like objects on either side 
of the planet. A small telescope 
will show them easily, along 
with Jupiter’s famed cloud bands. 
How many can you count? Keep 
watching Jupiter and Venus as 
the two planets will continue to 
get closer together each night 
until they form a close conjunc-
tion the night of March 1. Image 
created with assistance from 
Stellarium.

http://missionjuno.swri.edu/junocam
http://missionjuno.swri.edu/junocam
https://creativecommons.org/
https://creativecommons.org/
https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap201123.html 
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4 cosmic events astronomers say you 
don’t want to miss in 2023

By Joshua Hawkins - https://bgr.com/sci-
ence/4-cosmic-events-astronomers-say-you-
dont-want-to-miss-in-2023/

Last year was a fantastic year for cosmic events 
and all things space-related. Not only did the 
James Webb space telescope launch, but we 
also saw many celestial events lighting up our 
sky. For skywatchers, this will be a great year, 
too. Here are four cosmic events you don’t 
want to miss in 2023, according to Look Up podcast host and astronomer Dean Regas.

The first cosmic event you can look forward to seeing this year will hit in the first month. During January, sky-
watchers will be able to look up in the sky to see a planetary conjunction as Venus meets Saturn. Later this year, 
Venus will meet Neptune and even Jupiter in the night sky. The first conjunction will be viewable on January 
22, with the second on February 15. (via Starwalk)

Finally, you can look up in the sky on March 2 for a 
chance to see Venus and Jupiter meeting, which will bring 
one of the first big cosmic events of 2023 to a close. Things 
aren’t slowing down from there, though.

The next big cosmic event you can expect to see in 2023 
will take place between April 22-23. This is when the first 
big meteor shower of the year, the Lyrids, will peak. You 
can also see more shooting stars throughout 2023 when 
the Perseids peak between August 12-13. The Orionids will 
peak on October 21, with the Leonids and Geminids peak-
ing in November and December.

Another big exciting cosmic event to look forward to in 
2023 is the appearance of this year’s Blue Moon. Not only will the moon be a Blue Moon on that night, but it 
will also be a Supermoon, meaning it will look much bigger than it is as the Moon’s orbit will bring it closer to 
the Earth. Look up in the sky on August 30-31 for a glimpse. Blue moons are rare, so take it in while you can.

Finally, one of the last big cosmic events you don’t want to miss in 2023 is the partial solar eclipse that is set for 
October 14. It’s not quite a full total eclipse, but you’ll be able to see half of the Sun be blocked out from the 
southern tip of Oregon all the way to southwestern Texas. Next year you can expect a total solar eclipse, but 
this will do for now.

As you can see, there are plenty of cosmic events to look out for in 2023, and this isn’t even counting the 
events that humanity itself will help push – like future rocket launches and more. With space exploration seeing 
an all-time rise in interest, and companies like NASA even working on nuclear-powered spacecraft, it’s a won-
derful time for space fans to be alive.

4 Cosmic Events Not To Miss This Year

https://bgr.com/science/4-cosmic-events-astronomers-say-you-dont-want-to-miss-in-2023/
https://bgr.com/science/4-cosmic-events-astronomers-say-you-dont-want-to-miss-in-2023/
https://bgr.com/science/4-cosmic-events-astronomers-say-you-dont-want-to-miss-in-2023/
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I pilot NASA’s Mars helicopter. Here’s what 
the job is like, my advice
From Business Insider - https://www.busi-
nessinsider.com/nasa-mars-helicopter-pilot-
what-job-is-like-advice-2023-1

By Morgan McFall-Johnsen

This as-told-to essay is based on a conversa-
tion with Håvard Grip, who is the chief pilot 
for the Ingenuity Mars helicopter at NASA’s 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It has been edited 
for length and clarity.

I couldn’t pilot a helicopter here on Earth, 
but I do it on Mars all the time.

I’m the chief pilot for NASA’s Ingenuity helicopter, which landed on Mars with the Perseverance rover in Febru-
ary 2021. At the time, I was pretty certain the helicopter was only going to make up to five flights. And if we got 
five flights, man, I would be overjoyed.

Today, we’ve flown the helicopter 40 times. It’s been a totally different thing than I dared to imagine. I can al-
most believe anything that you tell me Ingenuity can do, because it just keeps going.

I love my job. It’s a little unusual and a little different than piloting an aircraft on Earth, in part because it’s so 
far.

It takes about five to 20 minutes to send a message to Mars. That means everything moves on a slower timeline. 
The execution of a single flight takes multiple days. It’s not a real-time thing. You’re not sitting and joy-sticking 

something and looking at it.

It’s like a very particular kind of strategic 
video game, perhaps. It’s thinking about all of 
the eventualities and gathering all of the in-
formation and making very careful decisions. 
Because when it’s game over, it’s game over.

There’s no recovering a crashed helicopter on 
Mars.

I landed at JPL and stumbled into Mars heli-
copters
When I’m not on Mars time, I wake up, eat a 
breakfast of bread and cheese, and go to the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory around 9 a.m.

I am not a morning person. I need my big 

I pilot NASA’s Mars Helicopter

https://www.businessinsider.com/nasa-mars-helicopter-pilot-what-job-is-like-advice-2023-1 
https://www.businessinsider.com/nasa-mars-helicopter-pilot-what-job-is-like-advice-2023-1 
https://www.businessinsider.com/nasa-mars-helicopter-pilot-what-job-is-like-advice-2023-1 
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Starbucks-sized coffee. But JPL is great. It’s kind of unique for a NASA center because it’s so compact. It’s more 
like a college campus in some ways.

I love seeing colleagues face-to-face and having quality conversations, so the density is a plus for me. In my 
section, I’m surrounded by people that work on other Mars missions and some orbiters.

I started off doing a lot of academic work before I landed at JPL in 2013 — not so much by design. It’s just an 
opportunity that came around, and then we were doing helicopters.

I was there from the very beginning, when we first had the idea to try to fly a helicopter on Mars. Bob Balaram 
came up with the concept.

Then Bob started developing the idea for Ingenuity. I was working with him at the time, on an idea to grab an 
asteroid from space and bring it back to Earth. I guess he saw something in me that made him give me the job 
of leading the flight controls for the helicopter. I’m glad he took that gamble.

The first flight in April 2021 was the most exciting
After Perseverance dropped Ingenuity to the surface of Mars, we were on a very tight schedule. We had a 30-
day window to complete our mission of up to five flights.

We worked on a Mars schedule at the time, moving our days 40 minutes per day to keep our work hours 
aligned with sunlight hours on Mars. We had to work when Ingenuity was in the sun.

On the day of the first flight, we up-linked the flight plan in the daytime, and then in the afternoon tried to go to 
sleep for a few hours. I didn’t get any sleep. Then I got up around midnight to go to work and get the first data 
back from Ingenuity.

I arrived at JPL around 1 a.m. and sat in the operations room with other team leaders.

We were trembling. We’d come all this way and it could all just go wrong in a moment.

Then we saw plots and images that looked eerily like the flights we’d been doing in simulation for four years. 
Now we were seeing it in real life for the first time. I was enormously relieved.

Then we tried to gather as much data as possible in preparation for a press conference and a call with the presi-
dent. That was a long stretch. It was all quite exciting.

Continue reading the article here...

Click here to watch the YouTube video of the first flight.

https://www.businessinsider.com/nasa-mars-helicopter-pilot-what-job-is-like-advice-2023-1
https://youtu.be/wMnOo2zcjXA
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Humans Will Walk On The Moon In 2025, NASA Announces

If all goes to plan, humans will be back on the Moon for the first time in 50 years.

By DR. ALFREDO CARPINETI - https://www.iflscience.com/humans-will-walk-on-the-moon-in-2025-nasa-an-
nounces-67143

NASA has announced its plan for the Artemis III mission, including that it is scheduled for 2025. If everything 
goes well it will see the return of humans to the surface 
of the Moon for the first time in over 50 years. The lo-
cation of the planned Moon landing is somewhere that 
humans have never explored before: the lunar South 
Pole.

Four astronauts will be sent on this mission. They will 
launch on top of the massive Space Launch System 
(SLS) in the Orion capsule. The first voyage for both 
of these was only just a few weeks ago with Artemis 
I and current information shows that both performed 
extremely well. Orion will take the astronauts to a 
particular lunar orbit: the Near-Rectilinear Halo Orbit 
(NRHO). This special celestial path around the Moon allows it to be constantly in contact with Earth and will 
one day soon be the location of the Lunar Gateway, a new space station that will provide a base for Moon (and 
possibly Mars) trips.

A crucial component of the success of the mission is SpaceX’s Starship. NASA awarded the contract for a lunar 
lander to Elon Musk’s company a few years ago, which led to a legal battle between SpaceX and Jeff Bezos’ 
Blue Origin. SpaceX will have to meet the high standard required by NASA and it is expected to conduct an 
uncrewed test on the surface of the Moon before it can be used for Artemis III.

So far, Starship has not conducted any orbital tests but this is likely to happen in the next few months, once the 
Federal Aviation Administration’s concerns related to missing environmental requirements for SpaceX’s Starbase 
have been completed.

Starship will travel from Earth in a different way. It will launch and first rendezvous with an orbital fuel depot 
that will give it enough fuel to get to the Moon and then bring the astronauts to and from the Moon. Orion and 
Starship will meet in the NRHO. Two astronauts will then transfer to Starship and land on the Moon.

The lunar South Pole will look very different to the equatorial regions visited by the Apollo astronauts. The Sun 
will be low on the horizon, so the exploration will be aided by headlamps and new, more mobile surface suits 
that are being designed by Axiom Space. Another difference between Artemis’s lunar exploration and Apollo’s is 
that the future mission will spend multiple days on the surface of the Moon. Those days will be used to collect 
samples, survey geology, and more.

After the brief sojourn on the Moon, Starship will fly back to Orion. The four astronauts will be reunited and 
they will begin the journey back home before landing in the Pacific. But before we get to Artemis III, Artemis II 
will have to fly. This will be the first crewed mission of the Artemis program and it is expected to launch in May 
2024.

Humans Will Walk On The Moon

https://www.iflscience.com/humans-will-walk-on-the-moon-in-2025-nasa-announces-67143
https://www.iflscience.com/humans-will-walk-on-the-moon-in-2025-nasa-announces-67143
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ABOUT THE ASTRO SIG

Every month we get together 
on a Zoom call with a pretty 
loose agenda and manage to 
have an absolute blast talking 
about Astrophotography.  I 
hope you’ll join us if you’re in-
terested in Astrophotography.

We have a nice, diverse group with 
a wide range of skill sets and inter-
ests.  Some DSLR/Mirrorless shoot-
ers mixed in with telescope shoot-
ers.  Some use Star Trackers, some 
use goto mounts, some use laptops 
and some use a fun little unit called 
the ASIAIR (a small little computer 
inside a box about the size of a cell 
phone that connects to a tablet or 
smart phone).

On any given day or moment we 
can shoot an email out to the group 
and get suggestions and answers, 
how cool is that?  

So, if you want to learn Astropho-
tography (like Astro 101) with a 
LOT of fun people, join us.  

IMAGING TRIPS TO BIG CYPRESS

Big Cypress National Park is about 
a 75 minute drive from Ft. Myers 
and it is probably one of the dark-
est areas in the state of Florida.  We 
have a great place to set up and 
frequently meet astrophotographers 
and observers from other parts of 
the state.

The best way to stay tuned in to our 
impromptu field trips is to get on 
our Astro SIG Google Groups email 
list.  Contact Mike Jensen.

Astro Sig Schedule 2023

All Meetings at 6:30pm

February 21st
March 21st
April 18th
May 16th
June 20th
July 18th

August 15th
September 19th
October 17th

November 21st
December 19th

The Astrophotography SIG

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81077794455?p-
wd=eGpxalRET1BPckdEcmtJQ290WU5j-
dz09

Meeting ID: 810 7779 4455
Passcode: Phot@S!G23

ZOOM LINK

This video tours areas of NGC 346, one of the most dynamic star-form-
ing regions in nearby galaxies. NGC 346, a star cluster that lies within a 
nebula, is located 210,000 light years away. It resides within the Small 
Magellanic Cloud, a dwarf galaxy close to our Milky Way.

mailto:info%40jensenone.com?subject=
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81077794455?pwd=eGpxalRET1BPckdEcmtJQ290WU5jdz09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81077794455?pwd=eGpxalRET1BPckdEcmtJQ290WU5jdz09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81077794455?pwd=eGpxalRET1BPckdEcmtJQ290WU5jdz09
https://youtu.be/CcSrYnlPPq8
https://youtu.be/CcSrYnlPPq8
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This is the first light with the GT71 and 533MC Pro. The data (45 x 240s) is dithered and drizzled at 336mm. It’s only 
three hours and I plan to get more, but was curious to see what could be accomplished with limited data. Here is an 
abbreviated workflow.

The RGB image was split into separate channels. I combined the blue and green (50/50) to create a new green channel. 
The red and green were combined (60/40) to create the new blue. In LRGB Combination I mapped the channels as: 
L=red, R=red, G=blue, B=green. The stars were removed and, using a series of masks and Curves Transformation tool, I 
delineated the inner and outer portions of the nebula to create a visual color contrast. The starless and star images were 
then recombined. I used Bill Blanshan’s Star Reduction Method 3_V2 to give emphasis to the nebula.

The gear: EQ6-R Pro, WO GT71, ASI533MC Pro, Flat 6AIII, ASI120mm, Optolong 1.25” UV/IR Cut Filter, N.I.N.A., PI.

The Rosette Nebula - C49
By John Udart
First Light With New Rig
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The Hidden Galaxy - IC342
By Dick Cogswell

Here’s a preliminary take on IC342, “The Hidden Galaxy.”  It is very prominent in the north, in Camelopar-
dalis, but gets the name hidden because it is in the galactic plane, and so is partially “hidden” by dust in the 
Milky Way in front of it. It is only 7-10 million light years away, in one of the closest galaxy groups to the Local 
Group, and but for the dust curtain, would be visible to the naked eye.

This represents a stack of 254 4-minute of LRGBHa exposures (17 hours total) taken with the 102ED and the 
Istar 140.
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A Witch Watches Rigel (IC2118)
By Linwood Ferguson

This is one of the most frustrating targets I tried, the light pollution at my home was just too much for the dim, reflection 
face (it reflects Rigel’s light, it does not glow with emissions as many nebula do). I got four nights at home (Bortle 7) and 
still barely had a face, then got one night at Big Cypress dark site (Bortle 3), shot only Luminance, and had enough for an 
image (I hope). 

This is 92 Red at 240s, 75 Green @ 240s, 55 Blue @ 240s, and 182 Luminance (also 240s, except a handful of 120s for 
testing).  Half the Luminance was at a dark site, half bright. This is about 11.5h of Luminance and a bit less than 15h or 
RGB.

This was shot with an NP101is and ASI6200MM, with Chroma filters, on an AP1100AE mount.

I post processed this twice, the first time the stars were too de-emphasized and behind the haze from some of the dust 
looked strange, even though the nebula was more prominent. This is a redo with minimal minimization of the stars, and 
a bit stronger saturate for them to print them out more.  Rigel was de-emphasized quite a bit, but the strange loopy struc-
tures (presumably from the filters) I left as-is rather than doing localized surgery on it. 

I actually wonder if the processing challenges are exacerbated by poor RGB quality.  I get a fair amount of detail from 
the Luminance, but increasing saturation to get some star color I think created odd halos and dust areas.  It also seems to 
have prevented plate solving here, which is why you see no overlay.  However with it setting earlier and clouds I have no 
real opportunity to get more RGB at a dark site, so ... this is done even if it is not really finished.  Maybe next year.
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The Pacman Nebula - By Don Bishop
55 minutes of narrowband, mostly Ha and SII before it went too low to shoot.
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NGC 2024 by Dr. Mario Motta - NGC2467, taken with my C14 2 weeks ago in Naples, ZWO6200 camera, 
Ha/O3/S2, about 2 hours imaging
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M33 By Don Bishop -  I shot several hours of Ha and added in to my original One Shot Color RGB image.  It 
really brought out the nebulae in the galaxy.
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DEC 2022 Sky Chart

You can download or view this map better at:  https://heavens-above.com/skychart2.aspx?lat=0&l-
ng=0&loc=Unspecified&alt=0&tz=UCT

https://heavens-above.com/skychart2.aspx?lat=0&lng=0&loc=Unspecified&alt=0&tz=UCT
https://heavens-above.com/skychart2.aspx?lat=0&lng=0&loc=Unspecified&alt=0&tz=UCT
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Planet Positions
Click on the graphic above to go to Time and Date for a great simulation of the rotation 
of the constellations and the rising/setting of the planets.  The chart below is set for the 
date of our meeting but can be programmed for any date and time.  The chart can also 
be found at this link on Heavens Above.

https://www.heavens-above.com/PlanetSummary.aspx?lat=0&lng=0&loc=Unspecified&alt=0&tz=UCT
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Fun Astronomy Facts

You can’t stand on Uranus - If we ever manage to travel to the gas planets, you might be in for a bit of a 
shock when you step off the spaceship. That’s because Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune don’t have solid 
surfaces - they have a rocky core, but are mainly big balls of hydrogen and helium.

The whole of Mars is as cold as the South Pole - If you’re travelling to Mars anytime soon, be sure to 
bring your big coat. Its average temperature is roughly -60°C, the same as the South Pole (minus the penguins). 
Some scientists, in the hopes of making it more habitable, have suggested ways in which we could make Mars 
warmer. One of these ideas is to build giant mirrors that will reflect the Sun’s rays, and kick-start some speedy 
Martian warming.

Saturn’s rings are 90% water- Saturn is home to the Solar System’s most epic ice rink. Being so far from 
the Sun, the water in its rings is frozen into ice. It is one of four planets that have rings around them - the other 
gas planets do too. However, the rest were undiscovered until the 1970s when probes went to explore them. 
Saturn’s were the first rings seen through telescopes from Earth.

Jupiter’s largest moon has a salty ocean that contains more water than on Earth - Forget holidays 
in the Mediterranean. If you want vast ocean views, Jupiter’s biggest moon Ganymede is the place to be. The 
moon is larger than Mercury and would be classed as a planet if it were orbiting the Sun rather than Jupiter.

Mercury takes roughly three Earth months to orbit the Sun - In three months you could write a book, 
pass your driving test or learn basic guitar. It’s also the amount of time it takes Mercury to travel around the Sun. 
It’s the shortest orbit in the Solar System, because Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun. So, next time some-
one asks you when you’ll get around to mowing the lawn, tell them it’ll be in roughly one Mercurian year.

It would take 100 times longer to travel around the Sun than the Earth - Long haul flights to the 
other side of the world can be grueling, but it’s nothing compared to how long it would take to fly round the 
Sun. To go on this trip of a lifetime, you’d have to prepare yourself for a journey of 206 days. Let’s hope there 
are places to stop to refuel along the way.

A day is longer than a year on Venus - This one might sound completely out there, but bear with us. A 
day is how long it takes a planet to rotate fully, and a year is how long it takes a planet to orbit the Sun. Venus is 
one of only two planets that rotates clockwise, and it spins much slower than others in the solar system. Some 
think this is due to it being knocked into a different direction by another planet, or it just gradually slowed to a 
halt then started turning the other way. It takes 243 Earth days for Venus to do one complete rotation, and 225 
Earth days to orbit the Sun. Therefore, a day is longer than a year on Venus.

Pluto isn’t the only dwarf planet in our Solar System - we have six - The first time you may have 
heard the term ‘dwarf planet’ was when Pluto got demoted to one in 2006 (RIP). However, we actually have 
six in our Solar System. Pluto, Ceres, Makemake, Haumea, and Eris were the only five that we knew about up 
until very recently. Ceres is in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, and became the first dwarf planet to 
be visited by a spacecraft in 2015. Recently though, a new dwarf planet has been discovered, which is officially 
called 2015 TG387, but has been given the nickname ‘The Goblin’.
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SWFAS Minutes         SOUTHWEST FLORIDA ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY , INC.
Calusa Nature Center Planetarium and Zoom Members Meeting

              January 5, 2023            7:00 PM until 9:40 PM

Attendees…. 32 total of which 15 planetarium and 17 zoom including all board members.

President Brian Risley opened the meeting remarking that the board is in need of a Secretary and that many 
other volunteer positions need attending to. He urged those attending to step up for their society and then 
introduced our guest speaker. 

Program: Craig Stocks…..Utah Desert Remote Observatories….. “Remote Imaging in the Utah Desert”…. Illus-
trating Comet ZTF’s path, and how his Pier Rental program works…..An observatory building with 16 pier in-
cluding power internet and a on site caretaker…. www.utahdesertremote.com       Craig entertained the group 
with his astrophotography collection of Veil Nebula, Tadpoles, M8.2, M8.1, Seagull Nebula, Flaming Star, 
Witch head Nebula and many more. Many questions were asked and Craig was thanked by all and formally by 
President Risley.

Brian opened the business meeting with several board action steps:
 1) Motion for approval of December minutes by Mike Jensen, seconded by Tom Klein and unani-
mously adopted. 
 2) Motion to vote on Dan Dannenhauer for the board position of secretary by Tom Segur, seconded 
by John MacLean and approved unanimously.
 3) John MacLean stated that Dan Dannenhauer had preformed the annual treasurer audit…. Rox-
anne Riley motioned acceptance of such and Tom Klein …..motion was approved unanimously. 
 4) John MacLean advised that Brian will be updating our Florida State Representative to reflect our 
new physical business address. Additionally Brian surfaced the need for us to obtain a Florida Registered Agent 
to collect and forward any communication from the State and also any Legal correspondence. The Registered 
Agent must be available during business hours M-F. Brian provided a brief history of how we have been han-
dling the Registered Agent issue to date…and that we need to change. 
 5) Mike Jensen had several issues he wanted the board to address….  Meet in separate monthly 
meeting….correct the logo but keep the Gator and asked for us to think about it and obtain a designer if we 
can…..fix the computer system, can’t hear, cuts off, antique equipment, poor location…..Brain advised that we 
are under a lease and can look for alternate locations in the fall, yet favors the planetarium ….Tom Klein said 
that he will get with Brian and provide a new laptop and mic systems for next meeting. 
 6) Marie advised that there was no Librarian report. 
 7) NCNP rent is to be paid. 
 8) John MacLean rendered the Treasurer’s report stating the annual dues are due….that the begin-
ning balance wad $3,004.60, expenses of $164. Leaving an ending balance of $3,168.60….John further ad-
vised that he had submitted the January quarterly membership roster to the Astronomical League.

Upcoming Outreach Events: 
 1) Brian advised of the Big Cypress 1-21-23 observing day, stating that the Park Rangers will be on 
site. He invited all to attend.
 2) Seahawk Park Star parties will be on 1-14-23 and 1-28-22 at sunset.
 3) Rotary Park Public Star Party will be on 2-10-23 from 6PM until 10PM
 4) STEMTastic on 2-11-23 at Centennial Park from 10AM until 2PM
 5) Burrowing Owl Festival on 2-25-23 from 10AM until 4PM - Brian advised that he cannot
  be there and needs HELP…weather may be a factor….hopefully a member will lead for this solar  
  viewing…
 6) Tom Segur advised that observation events were held at Gilchrist park in Charlotte County and  
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  that there will be a Solar Observing at 1-7-23 at Ponce De Leon Park and another at FSW Obser-
vatory on 1-20-
 7) Mike Jensen reported on the Astrophotography Special Interest group upcoming meeting with 
Doctor Mario Moto illustrating his homemade telescope and homemade observatory, accompanied by various 
technics.
 8) John MacLean gave an in-depth report on the Program Committee’s activities, the improvement 
over last year and the need for members to assist in obtaining leads for guest speakers.. Linwood Ferguson said 
he did get with John and Mike, it must have fell through the cracks as his guy was never contacted by a com-
mittee member, and he is very embarrassed. Mike Jensen recalled the incident and John MacLean said that the 
schedule was filled so far in advance. After discussion, the issue was set aside and members were again re-
quested to assist in obtaining speakers, including the summer months as our chapter is now a majority of per-
manent residents.

President Risley asked if anyone had anything else, he thanked all for attending. He thanked Mike Jensen for his 
great work on the newsletter and Dan D for stepping up as Secretary. Brian was pleased to see 32 members in 


